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About This Game

Fight on the front lines of the war between humanity and the hideous Blobs. (Not that anyone has actually seen a Blob up close,
but everyone knows they have tentacles. Surely they’re hideous!) Go on stealth missions, run alien blockades, and investigate

mysterious planets, "aided" by Lloyd, your insufferably obnoxious shipboard computer.

Choice of the Star Captain is the hilarious interactive science-fiction novel where your choices determine how the story
proceeds. The game is entirely text-based--without graphics or sound effects--but powered by the vast, unstoppable power of

your imagination.

For example, suppose Lloyd has just informed you that your ship will crash land on the jungle moon of Cygnus Delta in 93
seconds. What will you do?

A) Call upon your elite piloting skills to escape the moon’s gravity well.
B) Invite Lloyd to land the ship himself, if he’s so smart.

C) Make the prudent choice, and try landing on the moon’s surface instead of attempting a risky escape.
D) Spend the last 93 seconds of your life gleefully smashing Lloyd’s screen with a torque wrench.

Humanity needs you, Star Captain! Will you defeat the Blobs and come home as a war hero? Will you uncover the secret that
sparked the Blob invasion? Will you serve as ambassador and convince the Blobs to spare the human race? The choice is yours.
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So sense I dont really watch anime. I can say, this movie is fantastic. Very interesting ideas being put forward, with a fantastic
visual experience. If I had to to some up my thoughts, it would be to give this one a try. Even if you arent a fan of anime. I was
plesantly supprised.. This game is beautiful. It isn't quite as quick or easy to understand as Sierra's Pharoah, but it is enjoyable. I
played it off media for a long time until it became available in Steam. Don't fear it. =]. W10 Silo data could not be created in
the 'My Documents' directory; please check write permissions or reinstall Silo.why???. I was very surprised when the game
suddenly ended, because it felt so abrupt. There isn't much to say about it: there is no coherent story, there are no interesting
characters, there are very few situations when you really have to consider every option. Maybe it was my bad luck, but I could
hardly make anyone fall in love with my character (despite all my effort). The original idea of the game sounds fresh and
promising, but in the end it looks like a wasted opportunity.. it may look lame and stupid but trust me this game is fun
more of a time waster but still fun non the less.
grab it.

8.5/10
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Very good locomotive, great sounds and enjoyable scenarios. I love how you can change the head boards and can have steam
heating in the carriages. Only issue is that the engine can be quite prone to wheel slip.. WoaM is a great game but one that feels
like there are bits missing here and there. To get the bad stuff out the way first, characters don't really have any arcs or personal
stories unless it directly relates to the main (and only) story, the game abruptly switches from slightly repetitive police work to a
high stake event, verging on the kind of themes in 2001: A Space Odyssey, then just ends. The ingredients of the climax are
there from the start but they're just sitting around inertly, then right at the end rush in like a load of actors who missed their cue
in a stage play. There are unwelcome lulls in the drama and plot build-up which could have benefited from some subplots to
pick up the slack.

I think the reason for the slightly off pacing and undeveloped feel to the NPCs is that the protagonist has 3 personalities you can
grow into by making certain choices, and as her personality takes shape it dramatically changes how the game plays. For
example you can be empathetic with people, which not only changes how you can interact with people but also gives you unique
skills that you use as if it was an RPG. In my case, I could take on the voice and appearance of other characters, or if I preferred
I could wipe out their short term memory. For much of the game, what you're doing is just one of three possible paths. It gives it
great replayability and a sense of ownership over the actions of the main character, but unfortunately at the apparent cost of the
development time and effort being split across three paths (and at least two endings).

The story is interesting and understated (perhaps too understated as it was hard to get really sucked into what was happening)
and there's some good twists and turns. I'd love to see more of the setting and learn more about its history and locations. One of
the endings in particular begs for a follow up, which I hope we'll get one day. The music adds some much needed atmosphere
and mood to proceedings, and the voice acting is top notch. I personally love the 90s-style adventure game graphics, although I
can see that it'll be off-putting to some. One criticism, though, is that I thought the portraits and sprite work - which are both
fantastic - were let down by the background artwork. I think the latter is also responsible for the weak atmosphere (by
cyberpunk standards) which was another thing that held me back from getting swept up into the game as much as I'd have liked.

While I do think this is a great game, the aforementioned problems, especially the mild, plain atmosphere (not what you
normally expect from cyberpunk) and underwhelming characterisation of the NPCs means that it's less than it could be; less
than it was so close to being. Just a few upgrades or extensions to current features would make all the difference. For example,
you can scan people's pulse rate as you talk to them. It's very common for it to not change at all even if they visibly go from
relaxed to scared. Sometimes there are anomalies in their biorhythms that reveal they're not being entirely truthful. Clicking on
the anomaly opens up new dialogue, yet I only saw that happen twice in my playthrough.

The next game, if the team can build on what they've achieved here, will be truly amazing. As it stands WoaM is a comfortable
7/10 that could potentially have been an 8 or even a 9 with some more time in the oven.. A next Generation game with Speech
Recognition Skills, where you can talk or write to characters to command or just do some small talk. Nice futuristic music nice
atmosphere, beautiful level and character design. In the tutorial you learn how to command robots and interact with them.
Sometimes you will find really funny sentences. Narrative, it's a good sci-fi thriller about industrial espionage and a bot colony
where the machines went out of control. A game with high potential but it needs more audience so finally everyone can enjoy
the conversations with the AI.. Beautiful art and music, they draw out the story telling tho (probs with a good reason due to the
ending I guess)
This is more of a kinetic visual novel cuz there's only one choice to make in a second playthrough. DO NOT BUY!

I was so happy to be able to buy a new game. Especially one involving planes and building your own business,
But alas I cannot even play this game, i am constantly circiling to the left, i have unplugged all my controllers to no avail. It has
made this game un-playable.

i am seriously dissapointed, there is absolutly NO modification ability to controls whatso ever. there is no help on the forums,
the is no help from any one. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME. it is absolute crap. if the devs decide to update this game, then i will
review my review. but atm. this is absolutly un-playable. i want my money back!

PROS - cant tell you as i cant play the game

CONS - yes i was conned. conned out of \u00a37 for such a poor quality game.
 - No controller support
 - No ability to customise your own controlls
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Seriously do yourself a favor. steer clear of this game. If you want a game that offers a simular profile of building your own
airline, go for air hauler. (for FSX) or Cargo Pilot (for FSX)

Until this game is seriously modified by the dev team, i have no interest in changing my review.. This game is a lot of fun and a
great story line to it. The puzzles were a bit difficult but I tried my best to solve them. Plus I like the fact that you can skip
puzzles if too difficult so I don't see why you would get frustrated. I would recomend this game to anyone. Even if they aren't a
mystery fan. I wish I could get another Blue Toad game. VB. I really wanted to like this game, but there is just too many bugs
with it right now. After multiple restarts, I was able to do contracts (for some reason, sometimes the contracts list is totally
empty and requires you to interact with the tutorial cell phone, atleast was the case for me). However, even after doing
contracts, I found the game much too difficult to stay afloat financially. After making about 5 sales, I was in the red again a few
seconds later. The game has a really cool concept and has some awesome potential, however right now it really needs some
TLC. As of now, the game isn't built for it's demographic: stoners. Its unreliable user interface, confusing tutorial system and in
game financial difficulty you witness at the very beginning of the game result in a very broken and unforgiving experience. As I
said before, this game has some really good potential and I want to like it. As it stands, I wouldn't recommend buying this right
now. Not even for the sale price of $11.99. Premise: A straightforward shooter with wave elements.

This is a non-moving, non-interactable shooter where you simply shoot colored things (cubes, balls and later small monsters and
bosses, etc) with the opposite-colored gun. In order to get a good multiplier you need to be fast and accurate.

I'd recommend this game specifically for working on your ambi-shooting for other games. I know my left hand doesn't seem to
shoot where my brain tells it to sometimes. This game definitely helped me work on that.

As it is (early access) there isn't much to it. I definitely don't think it's worth the $9.00 they are asking for it right now. But if
you can pick it up on a 50-75% off sale, it could be worth your time for a some cheap wave-shooting thrills.

As a caveat, I'm recommending this game if it's deeply discounted AS IT IS NOW (6 Jan 2017). They may have a patch that
comes out tomorrow that breaks this or makes it amazing. So, take it for what it's worth since.. you know, Early Access.

. Bought this and never got it, contacted support 3 days ago, still not recieved.
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